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Strategic Map 

Britain's irregular 
warfare scenario 

The British oligarchy is fostering irregular warfare through
out the world, with the aid of the Kissinger/Bush network 
within the U.S. establishment. 

Sweeping across North Africa, and down its east coast, Brit
ain is orchestrating religious, civil, and tribal wars that are in
tended to weaken or annihilate all nation-states, while preparing 
conditions for North-South, Christian-Muslim conflict. 

From the Balkans into Turkey, the Middle East, and through 
Iran into the Indian subcontinent, and also into former Soviet 
Central Asia, the British are provoking religious and nationalist 
wars in what they have termed the "Arc of Crisis." 

In the India-China-Japan theater, conflict among the domi
nant Asian regional powers, including nuclear conflict, is a top 
British objective. 

1. Algeria: The British-orchestrated civil war may 
spread into the neighboring former French colonies of Mo
rocco and Tunisia. The increasing likelihood of a mass flight 
of refugees to France and Europe generally will aid ongoing 
British efforts to depict North Africa and Islam as the new 
danger to Europe. The Clinton administration has been at
tempting to facilitate a dialogue between the government and 
Islamic opposition parties. 

2. Egypt: Orchestrated Christian Coptic-Muslim strife 
in southern Egypt is being increasingly blamed on Sudan as 
part of a plan to spark an Egyptian-Sudanese war. See p. 25. 

3. Sudan: The British-run civil war is drawing in 
neighboring Eritrea and Uganda. See p. 25. 

4. Rwanda/Burundi: Ugandan President Yow
eri Museveni' s sponsorship of Tutsi tribal massacres of Hutus 
throughout the region, under the patronage of British Over
seas Development Minister Lady Lynda Chalker, is building 
a greater Uganda. 

5. Republic of South Mrica: See p. 30. 

6. Nigeria: Recent British coup attempts, typified by 
the Royal Institute of International Affairs failed effort to 
install Gen. Olusegun Obesanjo in power, are meant to force 
compliance with brutal International Monetary Fund (lMF) 
austerity measures. Such measures are meant to create civil 
strife and tribal war in the most populous and economically 
and militarily powerful black African country. 

7. Liberia: Externally directed ongoing civil war, 
which has drawn in neighboring states, including Nigeria, 
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remains a threat to the region. 

S. Balkans: The British-sponsored Serbian war with 
Croatia and Bosnia is escalating, with major new battles 
being projected this spring. An escalated war threatens to 
draw in Albania and Turkey on the side of Bosnia, and Greece 
on the side of Serbia. 

9. Turkey: See p. 23. 

10. Caucasus: See p. 23. 

11. Israel/Palestine: BritishlIMF sabotage of 
development plans threatens to overturn peace accords, pro
voking renewed Israeli-Palestinian conflict, as well as con
flict between between the PLO and Hamas in Gaza. Conflict 
among Israelis, between those supporting and opposing the 
accords, cannot be excluded, including assassinations of Is
raeli political leaders. 

12. Pakistan: British-run Shiite-Sunni and ethnic 
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violence in the port city of Karachi is meant to aid fragmenta
tion of the nation, while Pakistani-Indian conflict over Kash
mir might spark a new war. See p. 28. 

13. India: The British assassination of Prime Minister 
Indira Gandhi, and later of her son Prime Minister Rajiv 
Gandhi, decapitated the nation's leadership. Separatist strife 
in Kashmir, Punjab, Tamil Nadu, and elsewhere continues 
to be promoted and manipulated. 

14. China: The Indian-based British agent Dalai 
Lama's calls for a Tibetan insurrection in China, while on a 
trip to Japan, have increased the potential for regional wars. 
The London-based International Institute of Strategic Studies 
continues to plot a Chinese civil war in the aftermath of Deng 
Xiaoping's coming death, in what is known as the "Gerald 
Segal plan." See p. 36. 

15. Korea: The British attempt to sabotage Clinton 
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administration efforts to build up North Korea's civilian nu
clear industry as a means of defusing a contrived crisis over 
its claimed bomb-making prograrJ. Sabotage of such efforts 
could block Korean reunification, lead to a new Korean con
flict, or even to North Korea gettidg the "Iraq treatment." 

16. Japan: See p. 36. 
I 

17. Indonesia: British-portuguese insurgency in 
predominately Catholic East Timi>r is meant to destabilize 
the archipelago, while conflict between Vietnam, Malaysia, 
the People's Republic of China, jmd Taiwan is being pre
pared over the disputed oil-rich Spratley Islands. Renewed 
Muslim-separatist insurgency and terrorism is planned for 
the Philippines. 

18. Ibero-America:1 The British-dominated, 
Cuban-based Sao Paulo Forum is !escalating continent-wide 
irregular warfare, with the aid of tbe U. S. State Department. 
See p. 31. 
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